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for preparing students for college?

as a teaching resource compared to classroom instruction alone?

as a teaching resource compared to computer-based learning?
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Other

Useful for students' future employment prospects

Established tradition in a school

Useful for curriculum

Useful for academic performance

Overall benefits of travel

Out of class experience

Cultural awareness/broaden horizons
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Other negative

Other positive

Students attend our school because we travel and their local school does not 
provide these opportunities

Promoting creativity between departments and schools in a district

Providing incentives for teachers and students

Better student performance

Developing a sense of pride in the department, school, district

Reinforcement of curriculum
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New fashion style

Better writing skills

Better marketability to employers

Increased attractiveness to college admissions

Increased willingness to try different foods

Better grades

Improved attention in classes

Stronger connection to their county's heritage/history

Being more outgoing

Increased desire to attend college/university

Higher activity in classes

Better self-expression

Increased tolerance and respectfulness

Better adaptability and sensitivity

Increased tolerance of other cultures and ethnicities

Better cooperation/collaboration

More intellectual curiousity

Increased independence, self-esteem and confidence

Desire to travel more

Increased willingness to know/learn/explore



 » Student travel is not only a standard teaching resource, it is also significantly more 
effective than traditional forms of education. 45% respondents claim it is extremely 
effective compared to classroom instruction. 

 » Students who travel have an increased desire to attend college.

 » Participating in travel makes students more marketable to employers.

 » Educators agree that travel is contagious, and 60% noticed an increased desire for more 
travel experiences in the future. 

 » Lack of financial resources is the main challenge to student travel. It is reported by 93% 
teachers who organize school trips and by 86% teachers who do not organize them.

! SOCIAL IMPACT OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENT TRAVEL 

Desire to Travel More

Increased Tolerance of Other Cultures and Ethnicities

Increased Willingness to Know/Learn/Explore Increased 

Willingness to Try Di! erent Foods

Increased Independence, Self-Esteem and Confi dence

More Intellectual Curiosity

Increased Tolerance and Respectfulness

Better Adaptability and Sensitivity

Being More Outgoing

Better Self-Expression

Higher Activity in Classes

Better Cooperation/Collaboration

Increased Attractiveness to College Admissions

Improved Attention in Classes

Better Grades

Stronger Connection to " eir County’s Heritage/History

Better Marketability to Employees

Increased Desire to Attend College/University

New Fashion Style 

Better Writing Skills

THE POSITIVE IMPACT ON STUDENTS & SCHOOLS
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Better writing skills

New fashion style

Increased desire to attend college/university

Better marketability to employers

Stronger connection to their county's heritage/history

Better grades

Improved attention in classes

Increased attractiveness to college admissions

Better cooperation/collaboration

Higher activity in classes

Better self-expression

Being more outgoing

Better adaptability and sensitivity

Increased tolerance and respectfulness

More intellectual curiousity

Increased independence, self-esteem and confidence

Increased willingness to try different foods

Increased willingness to know/learn/explore

Increased tolerance of other cultures and ethnicities

Desire to travel more

KEY FINDINGS

effective compared to classroom instruction. 
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